The Distributed Digital Image Archive for Research and Studies
prometheus is a digital image archive for art history, archaeology and other disciplines concerned with visual culture. More than 2,800,000 high-quality images from more than 113 different databases are available via a single interface in a legally secured context.

The spectrum of images ranges from sculpture and manuscript illumination to architecture and video, from prints and installation to painting and decorative arts, from charters and frescoes to textiles and design.

prometheus at a glance:

- **Search**: Search more than 2,800,000 images
- **Collect**: Group selected images online
- **Present**: Arrange and present your collected images
- **Publish**: Inform yourself about copyright and publish the images
- **Research**: Search, annotate and connect images, and mark details

prometheus-Geschäftsstelle
c/o Kunsthistorisches Institut
der Universität zu Köln
Albertus-Magnus-Platz
50923 Köln

info@prometheus-bildarchiv.de
Phone: +49 (0)221 / 470 4476

www.prometheus-bildarchiv.de